Ergonomic Neck Support System Prevents Over Extension Helping to Reduce Neck Pain, Fatigue and Injury for Workers that Must LOOK-UP for Sustained Periods.

- Model# UPGUARD3000
- Lightweight molded design
- Soft and comfortable polyurethane foam
- Fully adjustable fire retardant straps
- Large capacity clips for attaching to waist
- Sold per each or case of 15
- Fire retardant disposable covers for utility workers available. Sold in sets of six. Model# UPGUARDCVR

The UPGUARD3000 Neck Support System helps preserve the anatomical integrity of the neck while in sustained or repetitive extension motions. The UPGUARD3000 Neck Support System via its strap attachment, rests on the upper thorax (top of the back) and approaches the neck when the head is extended, or tilted backwards. The support serves as a reminder to restrict motion rather than to completely block motion. With the support resting on the upper back, the extension range of motion can be limited. Early X-Ray studies show what is occurring within many of the neck structures with the aid of the UPGUARD3000 Neck Support System.

Ideal for many activities that involve looking-up such as:
- Mechanic, Forestry, Painting, Plumbing, Carpentry, Electrical work, Building Maintenance, Dry wall installation, Operating lift trucks, Working on assembly, Utility Jobs, Washing windows, Automotive maintenance and more.